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The annual R. Gerald McMurtry Leclure is one or lhe highlights of The
Lincoln Museum's year. The lecture series, founded by former Museum director
Mark E. Neely. Jr. in 1978 and named for another illuslrious fom~er director,
each year brings to Fort Wayne a leading scholar in the field of l..incoln studies
to present an original aspect of his or her work, which is Ihen published in pam·
phlet fonn, circumstances pennitting. for the next Mc\1urtry Lecture. on
September 23, 2000, the Museum 11ill bring together 1110 significanl e\'enl$ on
lhe Lincoln calendar by presenting the 21st McMurtry Lecture in conjunction
Y.ilh the ISih Annual Lincoln Colloquium, an e\'ent joinlly sponsored by the
Museum, the Lincoln Home National Historic Site in Springfield, and the
Lincoln Studies Cenler al Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois. This issue or
Liflco/11 Lore reviews some of lhe notable works produced by the McMurtry
Lecturers of the 1>as1 nve years, wilh those or nexl year's l.cciUrer lhrown in ror
good measure.
Looking over the list or these notable Lincoln scholars, a slriking fact
emerges: nol one is an acli\'e universily hislory professor. David Hertlert
Donald, lhe 1995 LeciUrer, was for many years a professor or American hislory
at Harvard, bul has since relired. Harold Holzer (1996) is the Vice-President for
Communicalions at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in t\ew York Cily. Paul
Simon (1997) retired from the United States Senale 10 direct a public policy
institute at Southern Illinois Uni,-ersily. Douglas Wilson (1993) is a professor
of English al Knox College, and William Lee Miller (1999) is an ethicist and
director emeritus of the Program in Political and Social Thought at the
II>
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Nor has the popularity of Lincoln
with the general public had much
positive effect on interest in Lincoln
studies within academia. Today, many
professional historians write primarily
for one another, rather than for the
public. Articles in the Joumal of
American History and the American
Historical Review are often as jargonfilled and impenetrable to the lay
reader as articles in the journals of
law, medicine, or engineering. These
articles are apparently intended to
advance the state of historical study,
and to enhance the professional status
or their authors, but not to be read by
people outside or the field. Not only
is there no incentive to write about
topics of general interest, like Lincoln,
there is even (as James McPherson
discovered after the best-selling
success of Boule Cry of Freedom) a
negative correlation between public
acclaim and professional standing, at
least among those historians who
believe that anything accessible and
interesting to the general public must
not be "real" history.z

University of Virginia. Frank Williams
(2000) is a member of the Supreme
Court of Rhode Island. In 1936, James
Randall noted in his landmark essay,
" Has the Lincoln Theme Been
Exhausted?" that the "hand of the
amateur has rested heavily upon
Lincoln studies."! The !<dented and
creative hands of recent McMurtry
Lecturers can hardly be said to have
rested heavily on the field, but their
dominance does raise the question:
why aren't more professionally·trained
historians interested in Lincoln?
Perhaps one reason is that Lincoln
is simply too popular. It is difficult
enough for professors to get their
manuscripts published and their books
read when competing with their peers
in the academy, but when you add
novelist Gore Vidal, popular Civil War
historian William C. Davis, or journalist
John Waugh to the competition, the
odds against making a dent on the
public consciousness grow even higher.
There are many active Ph.D.card-carrying historians who have
written about Lincoln in recent years.
including Jean Baker, Michael
Burlingame, Allen Guelzo, David Long,
Philip Paludan and Thomas Thrner (to
name a few), but the list would surely
be longer and the names better known
if so many others outside the academy
were not following the same path.
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Thirty years ago Thomas Kuhn's
Tile Structure of Scientific Revolutions
caused an uproar in the scientific
community by arguing that most
scientific research was limited to
experiments designed to confirm the
current leading theory, or "paradigm,"
I
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as Kuhn termed it.3 Today it is generally recognized that in science, history,
or any other intellectual discipline, the
best way to gain peer approval and to
exclude outsiders is to work within
the cu rrent professional paradigm,
not to challenge it In the writing
of history, the current paradigm
enshrines race, class, and gender as
the defining categories that best
explain why people in the past acted as
they did. This paradigm has arisen in
part as a reaction to the model for
history, as old as Thucydides, that
focused on war, politics, and diplomacy.
Since those activities were in Western
society conducted primarily by white
males, traditional history left untold
the stories of those who were not
privileged to participate.
To the extent that the current
historical paradigm redresses th is
imbalance, it adds to our understanding of the past.
Unfortunately,
some historians have become so
persuaded or the importance of group
identity as the key to all politics, past
and present, that they no longer see
any need to respect traditional limitations on historical argument, such
as objectivity or careful evaluation of
the evidence. following the tenets of
postmodern li terary theory, these
authors argue that true objectivity
is impossible, that texts have no
•
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inherent meaning and can be radically re-interpreted by each reader, and
that history (like all other fonns or
expression) can only be judged on the
grounds or its ideological position;
which groups does it fa\'Or, and which
does it oppose?

effort on the reader's part
II is beautifully wrillen,
but it is also longer and
more detailed than its
predecessors. Drawing
on the early fruits of the
Lincoln Legal Papers
project, for example, it
presents a much more
lhoroogh \;ew d l.incOn's
legal career than that of
any previous biography.
More i~rtan~ Donald's
Lincoln differs enough
from the Lincoln of
tradition to require
readers to re-evaluate
their conceptions of
I he man they thought
they knew.

Abraham Lincoln presents something of a problem for such postmodem
historians. Lincoln was, after all a
white male who made his name in ~l
ilies and war, and thus does not belong
to any or the historically marginalized
groups whose stories ha\'e )'CI to be
told. Indeed, there is no one in
American history whose story has been
told more often than his. On a more
conceptualle\-el, if group identity is the
key to understanding history, then one
may justify the study of an individual as
a representati\-e or his or her race or
dass or gender, but not for the sake of
the pe_rson's history-changing actions;
there IS no room in this paradigm for
the individual hero like Lincoln.
But Lincoln's heroism is undeniable. In the annual poll of the members
of the Society of American Historians,
Lincoln continues to win the Iitie of
most admired historical figure by a
wide margin. In his beliefs and his
actions, he transcended his society's
narrow bounds of race and gender.
Today he challenges historians to do
the same.

David Herbert Donald
Lincoln
{New York Simon & Schuster, 1995).

Most readers or Lincoln Lore
will already be familiar with this
widely-reviewed, best-selling book, and
those who are not ought to waste no
time in getting hold of a copy. They wiD
find that, in comparison to previous
one-volume biographies like Benjamin
Thomas's straightforward and relatively uncritical Abraham Lincoln or
Stephen Oates's breezy With Malice
Toward None, Donald's Lincoln requires
a more substantial contribution of
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For
Donald,
the key to understanding Lincoln is
"the essential passivity or his nature"

(p.I4).AmongLincotn's

w-eatest strengths were

It JS hard 10 think of many earthly f•gures With more universal
appeal lhlln Abtaham Uncc/n. 11 may have SHm«J 1o 111e
8IJihc< (}( I.JnccWIIIfl
of/he.....- (}( IIlii
'dw>ly IfillI g._. - - - - this boolt losllhe 1995
Puhrzo, Pnze lot li<ography to God A 1!4ogtap11y by JIJd< M<les.

his calm acceptance
of events and his
pragmatic willingness
to adapt to realities
instead of trying to
mold them. as expressed in his
famous remark, "my policy is to have
no policy." This "passivity," or fatalism as Donald tenns it elsewhere,
grew out of Lincoln's belier that some
superhuman agency directed and
controlled all the activities or mere
mortals. Lincoln may not have accepted all the tenets of any particular
Christian sect. but he strongly
belie,·ed in the existence of a
Supreme Being, and often quoted
the lines from Hamlet, "There's a
divinity that shapes our ends/ Rough
hewthemhowwewill." Sosignificant
was Lincoln's fatalism that Donald
considered using a line rrom Lincoln's
1864 letter to Albert G. Hodges, "Events
ha\-e controlled me," as the book's title
- the quote a page to itself'
and giveS
'
Immediately after the dedication page.
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In this context, "passi\'e • seems a
curious word to describe Lincoln,
particularly ror an author as carerul
with language as Donald. "Passi\e,"
according to one dictionary, means
"acted upon, not acting; inert;
lethargic; not reacting..." but this is
practically the opposite of Donald's
Lincoln. His fatalism, Donald notes.
"did not, of course, lead him to lethargy
or dissipation" (p. 15). Lincoln was
instead, as Donald says in one of The
Lincoln Museum's video exhibits a
"vigorous man who wa.s alw~ys
acting." His acceptance of the dictates
of immutable fate did not stop him
rrom working extraordinarily hard to
shape his own destiny, making himself
over from a poor and ill-educated
country boy into a successful la\\yer,
politician and president, nor did
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it pm-ent him from playing the le<~d
ing role in the preservation of the
Union and the demise of slavery. Any
potential re<~ders who have allowed
themselves to be put off by the
mistaken ide<! that Donald portrays
a truly passiv-e, non-responsi\-e
Lincoln are missing the best onevolume Lincoln biography yet written.

Harold Holzer, editor
Dear Mr. Lincoln:
Letters to the President
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1993).

The Lincoln Mailbag:
America Writes to the
President, 1861-1865
(C<Irbondale: Southern Illinois
Univers1ty Pre•s. 1998).

In collabontt>On With Mall< E NHiy. Jr.. Holzsr has alto wnttan The Llnooln
Imago ("'>th Gabor Bonn} and The LJncoln famjly Allum

Harold Holzer has written or
edited numerous books dealing with
Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War.
For these two volumes, he mined the
Abrahan1 Lincoln Papers in the Library
of Congress and numerous other
collections (including that of The
Lincoln Museum) to find the most
interesting of the hundreds of letters
that Abraham Lincoln received each
day of his presidency. From the
selections Holzer made, the reader not
only learns but feels something of the
variety of pressures that Lincoln faced
as he considered his correspondence.
In both books, the editor's ebullient
personality emerges cle;~riy from t.he
preface and introduction, which
contain an eclectic mix of infonmation
on Lincoln's correspondence secretaries (John llay, William 0. Stoddard,
and Edward Neill), illustrations, and
personal anecdotes. The letters are
clearly presented, with helpful
annotations and (in the first \'Oiume)
an index; it is unfortunate that the
Southern Illinois University Press did
not require an index for its volume.

and Congratulations" to "Threats and
Warnings." Tlte Lincoln Mailbag
presents letters chronologically, which
helps to put the reader in Lincoln ·s
chair, recreating the experience of
receiving daily the sometimes tedious,
sometimes fascinating offerings that
gave the president an idea of what the
public was thinking. The Lincoln
Mailbag is thus ideal for casual
reading, as the unpredictability or the
contents soon creates an almost
irresistible urge to turn the page to
re<~d just one more before turning out
the light. For research purposes,
hOII'e\'er. the lack of subject categories
coupled with the absence of an inde.~
makes it frustratingly difficult to find
a particular letter on demand.
Tlte Lincoln Mailbag also differs
from its predecessor in that it includes
numerous letters that \\'ere sent to the
White House but never reached
Lincoln's desk. Among these are letters
rrom African-Americans, which were
routinely forwarded to the War
Department's Bureau for Colored
Troops regardless of their content. The

In Dear Afr. lincoln, the letters are
organized by subject, &om "Compliments

. . .
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justification given for printing these
letters is that they give the reader an
e\'en fuller picture O[ public Opinion
than was available to Lincoln himself,
but no evidence is offered that the
interests or those who took the time to
write to Lincoln were necessarily those
or the public at large. The selection or
letters presented certainly suggests
that fa\-or-seekers, iR\'entors, and the
mentally ill \\'ere over-represented, a
view confirmed in Holzer's quotation or
William 0. Stoddard's observation that
"so soon as a man went clean crazy his
first absolutely insane act was to open
a conrespondence, on his side, with the
President." (Mailbag, p. xxix)
When James McPherson, a professional historian (and 1985 McMurtry
Lecturer), read some 30,000 letters by
Civil War soldiers in order to analyze
their motivations and ideologies in
for Causes and Comrades, he took
considerable pains to evaluate how
representative were those letters. Did
officers write more than enlisted men?
Did Yankees write more than Rebels?
Why was the casualty rate among the
~

e
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writers of the letters
he read higher than that
for soldiers in the war
generally? Answers to
these technical questions
were necessary before
McPherson could begin
to claim that his sources
accurately reflected the
views of Civil War
soldiers. Because 171e
Lincoln Mailbag lacks
such methodological
rigor, its claims to
·provide new insight
into public sentiment
and political culture
during the Civil War"
(Mailbag, p. xix) must
be taken with some
caution.
But to quibble over the
representativeness of
the letters in Dear
Mr. President or Tile
Lincoln Mailbag is to
mis.o;the point. Both of

/Uinors
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More1han thirty yoars eher lis pubiOCilt/on. Simon~ txx>Jc rems•ns
lha slandaro hlslory ot Llnooln~ logjslnt•YI> yoars.

these books are charming, entertain·
ing, informati\'e collections of inoom·
ing White House correspondence that
give the reader the rare chance to peek
over the shoulder of Abraham l.i ncoln
and read his mail.

Paul Simon
Lincoln s Preparation
for Greatness: the Illinois
Legislative Years
(1965: ~· Urbana. University
of I 'nois Press. 1971)

When former United Stales
Senator Paul Simon was first elected to
the Illinois General Assembly in 1954,
he took what seemed to him the logical
step of going to the library to see what
he could learn about the most famous
person ever to serve in that body. To
his surprise, he found that there was
no book that focused on Lincoln's
career as a legislator. His solution
was to write one, which became the

The foUowiD.g R. Gerald McMurtry lectures are available, for $5.00 eaeh, from The Uneoln Museum:
I.
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standard work on the subject and
remains useful today.

murder or abolitionist Elijah Lovejoy
later the same )'ear: "The silence or
Lincoln on the Lovejoy incident is
not Lincoln's most shining hour.·
(p. 145). On education, Simon re\'eals
that Lincoln was more talk than action.
and did little or substance to impi'O\-e
the schools or Illinois. On economic
matters, Simon shows that Lincoln,
like the rest or the legislature, was
guilty or serious misjudgment in trying
to fund cnom1ous canal and railroad
projects that were far beyond the
resources of the state.

Simon's description of Uncoln's
legislati\'e yean is generally straight·
forward, supported by occasional
interpreti\-e insights. He notes, for
example, that the legislati\-e session
beginning in 1836, Lincoln's second
term, rivaled the Virginia House
of Burgesses in the 1760s as a cradle
or statesman, containing "six future
United States senators, three gove.mors,
a cabinet member, several generals,
eight congressmen, two presidential
candidates, and one President...," and
yet its most significant act was to
pass a wildly 0\'er·ambitious internal
impi'O\-ements program that ruined the
finances or the stale or JUinois for
)'ears. On occasion Simon the legisla·
tor lapses into present tense when
describing political practices that he
found true or Lincoln ·s day as weU as
his own: "If a measure is tabled by a
substantial vote it is dead. But when
the vote is close, it is usually not
difficult to get the bill ofT the table."
(p. 58) Simon's practical experience in
politics, combined with his ex1ensive
research into Lincoln's career, give
such comments an unusual degree
or authority.

Even in the craft or politics, Simon
revises the popular idea that Lincoln
was from the start a master log·roUer
and horse-trader. In particular, he
con•incingly demonstrates the falsity
or the charge that Lincoln and his
colleagues from Sangamon County,
known as the "Long Nine" for
their height, sold their votes on the
1837 internal improvements bill and
other issues in exchange for having
the state capital moved
to Springfield. The Long
Nine did not vote as a unit,
and had no need to
bargain their votes in
f8\'0r Of internal impro\'e·
ments, which "-ere 0\-er·
whelmingly popular with
their constituents any·
way. Uncoln did some
good \\'Ork to help move
the capital to Springfield,
but at that stage in his
career he was not yet
widely recognized as a
legislative leader, much
less as the moving force
behind the transfer or
the capital.

The greatest contribution or
Simon's book is that it looks in detail
at many or the \'Oies Uncoln cast in
the legislature in order to produce a
clear, balanced view of Lincoln's
performance. The results do not
always measure up to the Lincoln or
legend. On slavery, Simon finds that
there was room for growth. He
recognizes Lincoln's fundamental
opposition to slavery, as expressed
in his 1837 protest against the
legislature's condemnation or aboli·
tionism. but criticizes Lincoln's failure
to speak more directly about the

-"''I,.......,.,..
as...,_

in 1936. he specifically mentioned
Lincoln's legislative career as one of the
subjects that desel\-ed in\-estigation.
Almost thirty )'ears \\-ent by before the
publication of Lincoln Preporotion for
Greatness. Remarkably, another thirty
)-ears (and then some) ha>-e passed
with no new book on the subject. Much
new material about Lincoln has been
uncovered, and the kind or questions
that historians and their readers ask
about the past have changed as well.
As good a work as this is, the topic is
overdue for a fresh look.

s

Douglas Wilson
Honor's Voice:
The Transformation
of Abraham Lincoln
(Neo. Ym Alit od A. Knopf 1998)

On what must ha•-e been a slow
day in court, the lawyer Lincoln once
found some amusement in writing out

When Randall published his essay on the
state or Lincoln studies

ol James Randall. hisoonans

feN,..,,..,.

doll ··~
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a paragraph of spoonerisms that began,
-He said he was riding boss-adluxmfs
on a ja.ss«k, through a pallon<JilCh_Embarrassed by the manuscript"s crude
and sophomoric humor, a noted Lincoln
coiJedor once supposedly declared his
intention of burning the document if he
ever managed to obtain it. Fortunately
he ne,-er did, and by the Lime the
manuscript came up for public auction
in December 1994, standards of
propriety had evolved to the point that
the winning bidder was willing to part
wilh $222,500 for the piece, presumably not simply to bum it.4 But even
today, there are many Lincoln admirers
who fond it difficult to reconcile the
earthy, joke-telling, whisky-selling,
Bible-doubting Abe of frontier New
Salem with the dignified marble figure
that sits in the Lincoln Memorial.
Douglas Wilson does a masterful
job or solving this problem by taking
an unblinking yet sympathetic view
or the process in which Lincoln grew
from a young man to an adult, between
1831and 1842. He examines the formative experiences of Lincoln ·s early life:
his reading and self-educat ion, his
experiments in various careers, the
de\oeiQPment or his religious beliefs. his
generally awkward and unsuccessful
relationships with women, his entry
into politics, and most of all his
obsession with honor. The portrait thai
emerges is one of a \'elY human Lincoln,
one whose great gills of intellect and
character do not excuse him from the
painful process of struggling to disco\'er
his identity.
Before they can enjoy Wilson ·s
portrait of lincoln's coming-of-age,
however, readers must pass through
a test of their own, in the form of
a lengthy opening chapter describing
the famous 1831 wrestling match
bel\\oeen Lincoln and Jack Annstrong.
Wilson describes the match in great
detail, evaluating C\'ery available scrap
of evidence, much of it fragmentary or
contradictory. fie also traces the
historiography of the e\·ent, showing

how its description has evolved in the
hands of biographers from Ward Hill
Lamon to Car1 Sandburg to Benjamin
Thomas, and he offers an excursus on
the rules of wresUing as practiced on
the frontier of 19th century America
Wilson succeeds in illustrating the
evidentiary problems of writing about
Lincoln"s early life, a point he also
makes in the introduction, and one
that seems unnecessary to belabor in a
book explicilly aimed at a general
rather than an academic audience.
Some readers will fond the wresUing
chapter fascinating (as I did), but
others may be mystified or put off.

unsophisticated that he can do nothing
about it (eo.oen after Joshua Speed directs
him to a local prostitute, acxording to
one possibly apocryphal story). And in
place of the man who nahoely aiiO\•'ed
himself to be roped into marriage by
Mary Todd, they will see a determined
Lincoln whose decision to manry "was
not impulsive but carefully considered,
perhaps even calculating, and ultimately
wise," (p. 321) based on his newlygained self-knowledge that nothing was
more central to his inmost identity than
his honor, which he could only
vindicate by fulfilling his original
engagement to Mary.

Those who stick it out, or skip 0\'er
the chapter, will be fully rewarded. In
place of a one-dimensional Honest Abe
who nC\-er lies, they will see how a man
deeply committed to honesty succeeds
in politics by learning to present
himself to the world, not dishonestly,
but by offering appropriate amounts of
truth. In place of an asexual plaster
saint, they will see a healthy young man
who is attracted to women but so

It seems safe to say that ear1ier
generations of Lincoln enthusiasts
would ha\oe been horrified by the human
frailties Wilson exposes in their hero.
For today·s readers, accustomed to
knO\\'ing far more than we want or need
about the private li\'eS of our leaders,
this intimate look at the transformation
from "easy going, good-natured, and
open-handed" New Salem boy (p. 318)
to the much sadder but more self·
controlled and self-aware man whom
've recognize as the mature Lincoln,
\vill have the opposite effect of making
Uncoln seem all the more appealing,
because all the more real.

New Book
Dlseusslon Group
In response 10 suggestions by the
Lincoln \tuseum, a
~book discussion group now meets
at the \luseum on IM last Monday or
each month. immediately following
the monlhly •'Oiunt~r meeting (which
ends al approximately 11:45 a.m.).
Books di5Cussed althe first two meet·
ings were Honor's Vo1ce and Arguing
About Slawry; fulure books for discus·
sion include Re-electing Lincoln by
John Waugh and lincoln at Gettysburg
by Garry Wills. The best way to join
the discussion group. which is apen to
aU andf~or charge. isto•'Oiunteerat
the Museum and join tM monthly
meetings' If )'OU art unable to do so,
but
li~ to join t~ discussion
group, please call (2t9) 155-38&1 in
ad\-ance; please note that Museum is
not open 10 the public Mondays.
\()lunt~rs ofTht

"""Jd

William Lee Miller
Arguing About Slavery:
John Quincy Adams and the
Great Battle in the United
States Congress
(New York: Random House, 1995).
Like Honor's Voice, this is another
fascinating book by a professor of
something other than history. Unlike
the other books in this article, it is not
primarily about Abrahan1 Uncoln, but
about the contrO\-ersy that raged in
Congress from 1836 to 1844 O\'er
whether to allow the subject of sla,-ery
to be debated. Although Miller has not
wTitten at length on Lincoln, he was
selected as the 1999 McMurtry Lecturer

In 1913, Charles Bea«fs An Economtc lnterp(etatlon oc the Constltut•on olthe United
States began to popularize the ld6a that CtaSS s81f·lnteresl motivated even lh8 mos1
revered of tho Foonding Fathers. In the 1960s. works /iJce The Ideological Origins
of the American Revolubon re-jntrodvced the idea that pohtk:al ideas mattered,
as a cauS6 of historical BYetUS. At the ood ollhB 1990s. authors like Miller. Wilson,
and AllfNI C. Guelzo have focused on lhe moral and elhicalsspects c1 the ovtlook
and behaviOr of Abraham Lincoln, pethaps presaging a new histofiogra(Jhical trend.
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on the promise of his essays and a
work-in-progress, a book he describes
as an "ethical biography" or Lincoln.
Will Miller turn out to deserve the
honor? If his work proves anywhere as
original, accessible, and thought-provoking as Arguing About Slavery, then
the title of Miller's McMurtry Lecture
will apply to him as well as to Lincoln:
"He will be good but God knows when."

1830s. Miller also acknowledges tacitly that the typical
reader is not a graduate
student of 19th century
American politics by filling in
useful background details in
a manner neither obtrusive
nor condescending. Where
poslmodem historians tend
to revel in the use of obscure
and pedantic language,
"empowering" themselves
by "privileging" their own
discourse, Miller adopts the
revolutionary strategy of
writing about the past as
though he valued and
respected readers outside
of the guild.

Substance follows style in the story
Miller tells. Beginning in the mid·
1830s, Southern members of Congress
reacted to ever-increasing numbers of
anti-slavery petitions generated by
abolitionist activists by becoming more
and more intransigent on the issue, to
the point that in 1836 they passed a
"Gag Rule" prohibiting the introduction
of
such
petitions
and effectively eliminating any
discussion of slavery in the House of
Representatives. From that moment
until 1844, Congressman and former
president John Quincy Adams fought
an untiring battle to remove the
Gag Rule and to speak out in favor
of democratic principles (especially
the right to petition the government)
and against slavery. Miller's narrative
remains lively as it follows the struggle
through numerous procedural twists
and turns, such as Adams's mockinnocent attempt to present a petition
written by slaves in 1837:

The greatest virtue of Arguing
About Slavery is the direct connection
Miller establishes bellveen the reader
and the story. By using modern idiomatic English and topical metaphors, he
lets his readers bring to bear their
knowledge of contemporary events and
culture to help understand the pasL He
gives an idea of the economic obstacles
to the abolition of slavery, for example,
by relating the issue to current
resistance to the regulation of tobacco,
comparatively a much smaller industry
and one more generally recognized as a
social evil than was slavery in the

Joab Lawler, a tough guy from
Alabama, insisted that it
appear in the journal (to be
read back home) that he
objected to the paper's even
being sent to the Chair. Mr.
Haynes of Georgia found himself making a speech to say
that he was speechless. [After
being called to order for
personal remarks toward
Adan1s ) Haynes, in response,
avowed his respect for the
rules of the House, but-but·
but· '"but he would not trust
his feelings to pursue the
subject further"....
One Southern representative, unsatisfied by proposals that the petition be
rejected and Adams expelled from the
House, called for the document to be
burned. Miller comments directly to the
reader: "That would have been quite a
moment in the history of civil liberty
-the ritual burning of a petition in the
House of Representatives of the United
States of America." (p. 231-33).
There is no question who the
heroes and villains are in Arguing
AIJout Slah-ery. By drawing a sharp line
between good guys and bad guys, Miller
not only emphasizes the drama of the
situation, but invests it with moral
meaning. The author spends little
time on the moral ambiguity of the
slaveholders, an issue to which Lincoln
was so sensitive. This is a distortion
of reality, but so is all history; the
historian must pick and choose which
facts and conclusions to include in
the three hundred or so pages available,
and leave out the \'liSt majority that
remain. Miller is surely not unaware
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that slavery, like everything in life, was a
complex problem characterized by
shades of gray, but dwelling on this
would not have se"'ed his purpose or
reaching a broad audience with a mean·
ingful historical tale. This book does
what The Lincoln Museum tries to do
-to bring history out of the classroom
and to gi\'e C\'el)' reader (or \isitor)
something worthwhile to think about

Frank J. Williams, Wtlliam D.
Pederson, and Vincent J.
Marsala, editors
Abraham Lincoln: Sources
and Styles of Leadership
(Westport. Com.; G•eeo•wood Press. 1994)

Frank J. Williams and
William D. Pederson, editors
Abraham Lincoln:
Contemporary
(Campbell, Cal.: Savas Woodbury, 1996).

These books consist of papers
deli,·ered at conferences devoted to the
study of Abraham Lincoln, held in
Shreveport, Louisiana in 1992 and
1993. l..ike most such collections, their
contents are necessarily uneven. In the
first volume, contributors Ethan
Fishman and Joseph Fomieri offer
fresh insights into Lincoln's political
philosophy, while James A. Stevenson
and Brooks Simpson re\ise traditional
views of Lincoln's poetry and his
relationship with Ulysses S. Grant,
respecti,-ely. Other essays are of
more limited interest, in some cases
because of their narrow scope
(Lincoln and Idaho, for example).
or because they ha\'e been superseded
by the author's full·length works on
the same topic (such as David Long's
on the 1864 election).
The second book is notable for the
absence of"the usual suspects" among
its contributors; of the thirteen
essayists, only Charles Strozier is
known for his work on Lincoln. Ills
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piece on the concept of
the apocalypse in Lincoln's
era,
together with
Stephen K. Shaw on civil
religion and Philip Abbott
on Franklin Roosevelt's
use of the image of
l..incoln, are the book's
highlights. A debate
over Lincoln's use of
executi\'e po\\'ers, in two
1\'ell·focused essays by
attorney William D.
Bader and political
scientist Mark J. Rozell,
shows how non-special·
ists can add to the dis·
cussion of the Lincoln
era. At the other end
or the spectrum, there
is an idolatrous article
on Lincoln and Gerald
Ford (idolizing Ford!),
a wandering essay
that purports to dis·
cuss Lincoln's man·
agement of his Cabinet
while omitting such events as the
Chase-Seward crisis of December
1862, and a superficial summary of
Lincoln's messages to Congress that
demonstrates the poinOessness of lly·
ing to apply modem political science to
the Lincoln presidency without a firm
understanding of its historical context
Unlike Donald's lincoln, or even
the works of Wilson, Simon, and Holzer
revie\\'ed abo\-e, these two books don't
necessarily belong on C\'ery Lincoln
student's shelf. Some of the essa)'S are
more specialized than most readers
will care for; othe~ are works in
progress, and represent the author's
forst cut at a new approach rather than
a finished argument; still others ha\'e
alreadY germinated into books; and
some are simply not \'ery good. It is
safe to say that these books, like most
collections of conference papers,
will be or interest primarily to those
already immersed in the field, and
looking for the stimulation of new
ideas or unexplored comers.
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By Otganizing Lincoln·retatod SJ'fflPOS'8
al Brawn UnM>tslry and LSU·Sht6'VtltJOrt.

founding the Lincoln Forum, presiding CMN
lhe Ablaham Uncoln Associatlon and later
the Ulysses S. Grant AssocilltJOn. conttlbt.Jt•ng
regularly to Uncoln Herald and Llncoln Lore.
and editmg lhese books, Frank Wlll;ams
has cottttlbuttld enormouSly ro tho "'''hty
ollinooln srlldi8s today

But what is most remarkable
about these books is not their quality,
but that they exist at all. Their
publication, and the conferences from
which they arose, are due to the
tireless efforts of Frank J. Williams,
whose day job is Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of Rhode Island.
Williams has dedicated much of his
adult life to promoting the history of
the Lincoln era, serving nine )'ears as
president of the Abraham Lincoln
Association, founding the Lincoln
Forum, writing numerous articles, and
amassing a remarkable collection of
Lincoln-related books, manuscripts
and artifacts. Williams has created
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numerous opportunities ror historians
to speak and to publish about Abraham
Lincoln, and in the process has offered
his own obseJVations on Lincoln in the
ronn or many essays and public
addresses, including a short piece in
the first or these two \'Oiumes.
As ir to pro\-e the C)1lical adage
that no good deed goes unpunished, a
review or Abraham Uncoln: Souroes
and Styles of Leadership in the Journal
of Southern HISIOIJ' scolded Williams
because his essay did not use "proper
and precise acknowledgement in
e\-ery case" in which it quoted other
writers. It is true that Judge Willian1s
did not attribute all or his soun:es in
a style that would have passed muster
in graduate school. But when the
historical writing or someone who has
not been rormally trained rails to

meet the technical standards or the
proression, historians can respond in
two ways. One is to cin:le the wagons
against the outsider by criticizing
and embarrassing him in print. The
other is to recognize the enthusiasm
and interest that inspired the work,
and ofrer private correction and
encouragemen~ sharing one's knooiedge in order to broaden the field or
scholarship instead or driving a
\"a!uable contributor away. It is not
hard to imagine which approach
\\'OUid appeal more to the character or
Abraham Lincoln.
(Portions or the review or The
Uncoln Mailbag previously appeared
in Civil War History: A Journal of
the Middle Period and are reprinted
with pennission).

Endnotes
I. James G. Randall, "llas the Lincoln
Theme Been Exhausted?;' American
HisJoricol Reciew, v. 41 (1936),
pp. 270-94.
2. James M. McPherson. Drotrn
!Wlh lhe Swrrf.· Reflec11ons on tM
American Cit-if IHtr (New Yort: Oxford
Uni\-ersily Press. 1996), p. 251.
3. Thomas S. Kuhn. ~ Sirocturt
ofScientific Ret:olu/lons (1962;
rev. ed. Chicago: The Uni•-ersily
of Chicago Press.l970).

4. Frank J. Williams, "Unrolniana
in 1995," Lmcoln Lort 1843, p. 8.
For the text or the manuscript, see
Roy P. Basler, ed .• Collected WoN
ofAbraham Lincoln, v. 8, p. 420.

The National Park Seavice, through its
publishing affiliate Eastern National Press,
commissioned The Lincoln Museum to write
a concise, affordable biography of Abraham
Lincoln for visitors to the Lincoln Home in
Springfield, the Lincoln Birthplace in
Hodgensville, the l..incoln Boyhood memorial, and other National Park Service sites
across the counlly.
Abraham Lincoln: America's 16th
President is the first tiUe in the Park
Service's new "Famous Americans" series,
patterned after the popular Civil War Series
of site books. Written by Gerald J.
Prokopowicz of The l..incoln Museum, and
drawing on the Museum's collection for
many of its illustrations, this book gi\-es a
succinct account of the character and
career of the nation's greatest president.
Abraham Lincoln: America 's 16th
President is available for S5.95 rrom the
l..incoln Museum Store.
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At The Lincoln Museum
Htstory A304- Sectionalism and Civil War:
h
s
~ '" 865
Wednesdays, 6 p.m. - 8:45p.m.
January 12th to May 17th, 2(}()0
Offered by Indiana University-Purdue
University at Fort Wayne, this upper-level
history course explores the coming of the
Civil War and the resolution of the connicl.
The course uses readings in primary and secondary
sources as well as Ihe resources of The Lincoln Museum
to supplement the lectures of Dr. Gerald Prokopowicz.
For infonnation, please contact the IPFW History
Department or Department of Off-Campus Credit
Programs, {219) 481 ~Ill. •

"Remembering Dr. King:
A C ·• at
1! r Iom·

c.. ,, So e·T' e S
7Uesday, February I through Sunday, February 27, 2(J(J()
Since 1850. shoemakers Johnston and Murphy have handcrafted pairs of shoes for e-ery president. This lra\'eling exhibit,
created by Johnston and Murphy, includes replicas of their
work for t\\elve presidents, including Abraham Lincoln. In

Lincoln's Birthday
Saturday, February 12, 2(}()0, 2:{)() p.m.
' The Lincoln Museum will commemorate the
!90th anni\'ersary of Lincoln's birth with a
dramatic program featuring Fritz Klein,
portraying Abraham Lincoln, and Khabir
Shareef and Andrew Bo\\man as Major Martin Delany
of the 104th U.S. Colored Infantry and Color·Sergeant
Andrew Smith of the 55th Massachusetts Regiment.
P1ease call {2 19) 455-6087 for more information. Ill

SaturdO)\ January 15, 2000, 7:00p.m.
This year's Martin Luther King, Jr. birthday
program features an inspirational message
by the Reverend Clyde Adams, D.O., of
Southfield, Michigan, a life-long leader in
the areas of civil rights and education and friend of l)r.
King. The C\'Cning will include presentations to student
essay contest winners and music performed by a
community choir arranged through the cooperati\'e
efforts of the Fort Wayne Ministerial Alliance.
Admission: SS.OO. Proceeds ";11 benefit the Fort Wayne
chapter of the NAACP, the Fort Wa)ne Urban League, and
The Lincoln Museum Education Department. Seating is
limited; for reservations please call {2 19) 455-6087. •

Annual Lincoln Colloquium
The Lincoln Museum

H. ll'ayne, Indiana- Saturday, September 23, 2000
University of Illinois at Springfield, organized by the Lincoln
Home National Historic Site
Springfield, Illinois - October. 2001

To the editor,
I wanled to (1)1t1tntnd )'OUr organization for anothtr n.. issue o(/.Jncoln
l.orr (Winter 1999). The artide. "Lincoln From Ul.: As the Artists Saw
llim." by your guest curator, Mr. llarold llolztr, _... wond<rlul reading.
II<M"'e\'er, I do take issue with Mr. Holzer on one point. lie stales thai

Underground Ratlroad Sympostum
Saturday, January 29, 2000, 9:00a.m. -3:00p.m.
Speakers from historic sites as well as
historians who have documented the routes,
sites, and stories of escaped sla\'es and
abolitionists ";11 meet to share their findings
relating to the Underground Railroad in Indiana.
Participating institutions include the Levi Coffin House,
Historic Landmarlts Foundation of Indiana, ARCH, and the
Allen Count)ffort Wayne Historical Society. For further
infonnation, please call (219) 455-5606. ~
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after Alban Jasper Conant painte<! the ·•millng Lincoln" in 1860. "he
nm"tragain saw Lincoln in the nesh.. and thus painted Uncoln rromlire
only once.
In ract. Commt had numerous other opportunities 10 see and talk with
Abraham Lincoln after Lincoln had become president, as documented in
My Acquailltbllct u;ith Abroham Linco/11 by AJto.n Jasper Conant and The
l)iOl)' of Orrttle Hickman Btou:nmt Ill/ . /SS0./864. p. 49'ln. If. as

llolttr and Professor Mart E. Nooty. Jr. ""'" P""ioosl)' argued. artistJ
eogs-.... coold palnt"lire· portrails 0(
Abraham Lincoln /rem sketches. noles. and pho4ograplu o( Lincoln )"'ars
after Uncoln's clealh.lben it is equal)•arguallle lhat Ccwnt's subsequenl
paintings o( Lincoln olso qualify as "life" portraits.
such as George H. Story or William

Sonttrel)'.
Mr. Kim Bauer. Historial Resea.rth Spe<iali.st
llenry Homer Linroln Collection. lllinoi• Stalt llistoric•l Ubral)
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